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Abstract
Social media provide a wide space for people from around the world to
communicate, share knowledge and personal experiences. They increasingly
become an important data source for opinion mining and sentiment analysis,
thanks to shared comments and reviews about products and services. And
companies are showing a growing interest to harness their potential, in order
to support setting up marketing strategies. Despite the importance of
sentiment analysis in decision making, there is a lack of social intelligence
integration at the level of customer relationship management systems. Thus,
social customer relationship management (SCRM) systems have become an
interesting research area. However, they need deep analytic techniques to
transform the large amount of data “Big Data” into actionable insights. Such
systems also require an advanced modelling and data processing methods,
and must consider the emerging paradigm related to proactive systems. In this
paper, we propose an agent based social framework that extracts and
consolidates the reviews expressed via social media, in order to help
enterprises know more about customers’ opinions toward a particular product
or service. To illustrate our approach, we present the case study of Twitter
reviews that we use to extract opinions and sentiment about a set of products
using SentiGem API. Data extraction, analysis and storage are performed
using a framework based on Hadoop MapReduce and HBase.
Keywords: Big data, Social CRM, Hadoop, Sentiment analysis, Multi-agent
system.
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Nomenclatures
Eaij
Iaij
IS
KS
RS
S
Sn
Sp
si
ui

Explicit link between two users
Implicit link between two users
Influence score
Knowledge score
Rate score
Number of posts
Negative score
Positive score
A post
A user

Abbreviations
AS
AML
API
BDI
BI
CRM
DAA
DEA
DMA
JADEX
MA
MAS
SCRM
SN

Authority Score
Agent Modelling Language
Application Programming Interface
Belief-Desire-Intention
Business Intelligence
Client Relation Management
Data Analysis Agent
Data Extraction Agent
Data Management Agent
Java Agent Development Extension
Manager Agent
Multi-Agent System
Social Client Relation Management
Social Network

1. Introduction
Modern organizations are increasingly using customer relationship management
(CRM) in order to maintain long-term relationships with customers. This
approach leads to increase firms’ benefits in terms of customers’ loyalty,
profitability and increased sales [1].
For many years, data warehouse technology, data mining techniques, and
online analytical processing tools were the key technologies used to build
management information systems. However, these tools end up being inadequate
for gathering and processing data from different and distributed open data
sources, such as social media.
The use of social networks is continuously increasing, especially among
young people. In terms of numbers: 40% of the population looks for information
about a product or a service via social networks, 77% of consumers pay attention
to the comments written about a product, and 75% of users trust the
recommendation provided by social media rather than personal recommendations
[2], as the reviews express the subjective attitudes, evaluations, and speculations
of people in natural language. These facts encourage companies to use social
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networks to draw attention to their products, services and brands with the aim of
building up customer relationship and increase demand.
Integrating data from social media sites such as Twitter, LinkedIn, YouTube
and Facebook in the CRM system allows firms to collect and analyses costumer’s
opinions about a company, a brand, a product or a service.
The main idea of this work is to propose a multi-agent approach for modelling
and developing CRM systems. In this approach, a number of autonomous agents
are responsible of different tasks to perform. Each agent tries to achieve a
particular goal and can make real-time decisions according to the system needs. In
order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the system, we have conducted an
experiment on data retrieved from Twitter using SentiGem API.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The Section 2 describes
related works and studies. Section 3 provides an overview of the system and
section 4 presents the system process. The system development and the resulting
multi-agent system (MAS) are described in Sections 5 and 6. Sections 7 and 8 are
devoted to data modelling and analysis processes. In Section 9 we present some
experimental results of the proposed system followed by a conclusion and
perspectives in Section 10.

2. Related Works
Nowadays, the World Wide Web, has become a popular tool for the
dissemination of information [3]. Its philosophy allows a rapid distribution of
information in all over the world. The diversity and the quantity of information
present in the Web generate several challenges, such as: Discovering new
knowledge, finding pertinent information, and having a thought regarding
customers, business partners and other entities (products, services, events, …) [4].
Social network extraction methods using search engines were the subject for
several researches, and many applications and frameworks were introduced to
resolve this issue: REFERRAL WEB [5], Flink [6], Polyphonet [7] and [8]
which propose models for a Business Intelligence (BI) framework intended for
heterogeneous data sources. [9], also proposed the use of co-occurrence to
address the issues related to the evaluation of a relationship significance (is
significant or not).
Ting et al. [10] addressed the issue of multi-source extraction, required in case
of data extraction from different sources, such as: Social networks, Blogs, email
or web sites. Also, Wang et al. [11] proposed an approach to extract data and
build the social network graph from emails and instant messages.
The use of social media’s content in decision making by individuals and
organisations is increasing with the explosive growth of these computer-mediated
tools. Over the last few years, social and political systems have been greatly
impacted by opinionated reviews on social networks. These postings have helped
influence public sentiments and reshape businesses. Thus, many research-oriented
applications have been proposed. For example, Liu et al. [12] proposed a
sentiment model to predict sales performance and McGlohon et al. [13] used
reviews to rank products and merchants.
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In addition, in [14, 15] Twitter sentiments are linked with public opinion polls,
and applied to predict election results. Twitter data, movie reviews and blogs
were used in [16-18] in order to predict box-office revenues. Miller et al. [19]
discussed how far sentiments can be propagated in a large hyperlinked network
(sentiment flow). Also, in [20], emotions in mail and books (novels and fairy
tales) are tracked. Likewise, in order to predict the stock market, Bollen et al. [21]
made use of Twitter moods.
Using Hadoop as a data hub to optimize data processing and decision
making process is a new emerging strategy for information system enhancement
and Big Data management. Many research works have proposed methods to
exploit the Hadoop framework by effectively integrating it to the existing data
warehouse: Das and Mohapatro [22] for example, proposed a study on big data
integration with data warehouse built using relational technology mainly for
operational sources. And Conejero et al.[23], Hadoop is used to extract
sentiment data about businesses from social media conversations, and use it to
make targeted, real-time decisions.
Sokolova et al. [24] proposed an agent-based decision support system
development approach where the software agents use data mining methods for
knowledge discovery, that will be used as a foundation for decision making and
recommendation generation. Our MAS development approach is based on this
work. This system provides all the necessary steps for a standard decision making
procedure using intelligent agents [25].

3. The System Overview
In this system we propose to use a distributed processing approach for the social
CRM framework development. This approach is based on the Hadoop
MapReduce paradigm [26] in addition to HBase for data storage [27]. Data is
extracted using the targeted social media extraction API (e.g., Twitter4J [28]),
then used in the Social network construction which will be processed by using a
MapReduce job in order to efficiently perform the opinion extraction. The system
ensures several features such as:
 Data Extraction from a chosen social media website
 A social network construction based on the social media provided API
 Data Processing using Hadoop tools
 Sentiments Analysis
 OLAP Analysis
 A simple user front-end interface
Figure 1 illustrates an overview of the proposed system.

4. The Opinion Extraction Process
The social intelligence mechanism has been developed in order to easily find
opinions expressed in social networks comments, which allows for example to
know more about users' assessments of a product and compare it to competitor
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products. This can be achieved by collecting the strengths and weakening points
of the current product or earlier products.

Fig. 1. The system overview.

The opinion extraction process starts by choosing the targeted product keyword
(for example the brand name), then the system extracts the opinions related to the
product category from social media. The collected online data are organized into a
network of reviewers, and rating scores.
In this study, we choose to extract opinions from Twitter. The components
included in the system are described as follows (Fig. 2). The data extraction steps are:
 Data collection
 Spam detection
 Knowledge analysis
 Authority analysis
 Sentiment analysis

4.1. Data collection and social network extraction
Social data collection refers to all the methods that have as an objective, collecting
social interactions between entities. The social network is constructed by linking
users with implicit and explicit bridge. The implicit link is built if a user comments
on a post. The explicit link expresses the social link between two users.

4.2. Spam detection
During the spam detection stage we perform a first analysis process in order to
eliminate the invaluable tweets based on the following elements:
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Fig. 2. The Opinion extraction process.

4.2.1. URLs
Since Twitter only allows a message with a maximum length of 140 characters,
we can consider that the presence of an URL in a tweet means that it’s a spam
message. URLs are detected using regular expression functions (Java Regex API).

4.2.2. Replies/Mentions
Spammers often abuse this feature by including @usernames in their twitter’s
replies or mentions. These posts are considered as unsolicited if a user includes
too many mentions and can then be modelled as spam.

4.3. Knowledge analysis
This module includes the quality and the significance assessment according to the
author’s expertise level. This score means how many times a user has published a
post about this topic and its value. In addition to the number of reviews a user has
written, this system evaluates the quality of each post by calculating its rate score.
The knowledge score (KS) of a user u is:

𝐾𝑆(𝑢) =

∑𝑠 ∈𝑆 𝑠𝑖 ×𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒(𝑠𝑖 ,𝑢)
𝑖
|𝑆|

(1)

where |S| is the number of posts, 𝑠𝑖 a post and 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒(𝑠𝑖 , 𝑢) is a score that
define the quality of the post and how much this review is interesting. This score is
equal to the number of times that the keyword and are repeated.

4.4. Authority analysis
A hundred of users publish and give their opinion about a subject, a product or a
service. But the question is: Does that article influence the other user’s opinion?
The authority analysis process is based on the influence score and the rate review.
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4.4.1. Influence scores
The influence score evaluates whether the person has a wide network (friends,
followers, comments …). This network is constructed based on different types of
links (implicit and explicit) depending on the relationships nature. If a user
comments or evaluates an article, an implicit link is created. The explicit link
means several relations (followers, subscriber…).
𝐼𝑆(𝑢) =

∑𝑢𝜖𝑆𝑁(Eaij + Iaij )
|𝑆𝑁−{𝑢}|

(2)

where, Eaij (Iaij) stands for the explicit (implicit) link between two users. Eaij=1
(Iaij=1) if the link exists; Eaij=0 (Iaij=0), otherwise. |SN − {u}| represents the total
number of users on the social network (SN) except user u. The influence score is
calculated based on the algorithm shown below.
double InfluenceScore ( userNetwork , user ) {
double influence = 0;
int i;
for ( i = 0; i < userNetwork.Length; i++ ) {
if ( relationShip ( user, userNetwork[i] ) ) {
influence++;
}
}
return influence;
}

4.4.2.

Rate review

Most of social networks nowadays, offer rating tools on publications which are
used in order to generate a Rate Score (RS). This information is useful in our case
and it can be calculated as follows:

𝑅𝑆(𝑢𝑖 ) =

∑𝑢 ≠𝑢 ∈𝑆𝑁,𝑟 ∈𝜑 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒(𝑟𝑗 ,𝑢𝑘 )×𝐾𝑆(𝑢𝑘 )
𝑘 𝑖
𝑗 𝑖
|𝑆𝑁−{𝑢𝑖 }|×|𝜑𝑖 |

(3)

This module was a subject of several studies. The aim of sentiment analysis is to
collect users’ opinions about a product or a service (detection of the authors’
feelings). Two expressions are highlighted: Sentiment Analysis and Opinion
Mining. These two terms are interchangeable and they express a mutual meaning,
although there is a slight difference. Opinion Mining extracts and analyses
people’s opinion about an entity while Sentiment Analysis identifies the
sentiment expressed in a text then analyses it. To do so, we classify collected
sentences by using SentiGem [29]. This tool classifies sentences into three
groups: negative, positive and neutral opinion. As alternatives of SentiGem, there
are: SentiStrenght [30] and SentiWordNet [31].

5. The System Development
Multi-agent systems actually constitute a choice technology for the design and
implementation of distributed and cooperative applications. The duality between
agent as a standalone and adaptive entity and multi-agent system as a cooperative
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decentralized organization was privileged to address aspects increasingly dynamic
and distributed in applications such as a social CRM framework. The Agent
technology provides an adequate solution in terms of adaptability, flexibility and
reactivity. The system is composed of a set of autonomous agents which
collaborate with each other via an interaction protocol in order to achieve the
main objective of the system.

5.1. The development process
For the agent modelling, we first build a use case model and a goal hierarchy
diagram in order to define the requirements and capture goals [32]. Then, we use
the AML language (Agent Modelling Language) [33] which is a semi-formal
visual modelling language widely used for modelling systems that incorporate
concepts related to MAS theory [33]. The AML based modelling process is
divided into five main phases (as shown in Fig. 3): Modelling MAS Entities,
Modelling Social Aspects, Modelling Interactions, Modelling Capabilities and
Behaviour and Modelling MAS Deployment and Mobility.
Use Cases
Goal Hierarchy

Capturing Goals

Fundamental
Entities
Semi-entities

MAS Entities

Social structure
Social behavior

Social Aspects
Modeling

AML Approach

+

+

Interactions Modeling
+

Capabilities and Behavior Modeling
Fig. 3. The development approach.
In the following section we present the modelling stages and several resulting
diagrams obtained based on the AML development approach.

5.2. Agent modelling
5.2.1. The domain analysis
The first modelling stage is based on the global domain analysis and the
identification of the main elements that have an impact on the quality of the
system and should be taken into account in this stage, such as use cases and
actors. These elements are used in the goals (external and internal goals)
capturing stage. Figures 4 and 5 show the resulting goal hierarchy diagram and
the UML use case diagram.
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Get Users Opinion

Get the Sentiment
polarity results
Get Authority
score

Get Influence
score

Get Knowledge
score

OLAP analysis Query
request
Get Analysis query
results

Get Rates

Perform the Map
and Reduce Tasks
Prepare externel
data files

Handle monitoring data
requests and tasks

Externel Data
gathering

Monitoring data
gathering

Fig. 4. Goal hierarchy diagram of the MAS.

Fig. 5. The system use case diagram.

5.2.2. MAS entities modelling
A specialized UML classes are used for representing the main entities that
compose MASs and specify a coherent set of features, logically grouped
according to the aspects of the system. The resulting diagram is completed by the
other details related to the social aspects.

5.2.3. Social aspects modelling
The objective of the social aspect modelling is to represent the structural and
behavioural aspects of the MAS by using numerous modelling elements. These
elements are designed to explicitly represent diverse abstractions of society within
the system. Figure 6 shows a part of the resulting social model.
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Fig. 6. Part of the system social model.

5.2.4. Interactions modelling
The aim of this stage is to represent interactions within the MAS. AML provides
a number of UML extensions, such as a generic extension to UML interactions. In
this stage, we model the interactions between entities, by representing
interactions, changes, messages, etc. The interactive behaviour can be represented
by several diagrams such as sequence diagrams. Figure 7 illustrates an overview
of the proposed system sequence diagram.

Fig. 7. Sequence diagram.
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5.2.5. Capabilities and behaviour modelling
In addition to the capacities that UML offers, AML has also the ability to abstract
and decompose behaviour by two additional modelling elements: capability which
is an abstract specification of a behaviour which allows reasoning with and
operations on that specification. The second element is a specialized behavioural
type called behaviour fragment. It is used to model a coherent re-usable fragment
of behaviour and related structural and behavioural features.

5.2.6. Modelling MAS deployment and mobility
The aim of this stage is modelling the multi-agent system deployment and agent
mobility by representing the physical infrastructure onto which the resulting
entities are deployed, the entities hosting property as well as the relationship
between deployed entities and the deployment nodes.

5.3. Agent implementing
The system implementation is made by using the JADEX (Java Agent
Development framework Extension) platform [34], which is an hybrid agent
architecture for representing mental states in JADE agents in accordance with the
BDI (Believe, Desire, Intention) model. The Jadex agents follow the concepts of
beliefs, goals and plans which are Java objects that can be created and managed
within the agent at execution time. The Jadex kernel is a BDI reasoning engine for
intelligent agents. It can be used together with different agent which provide basic
capabilities such as a communication infrastructure and management facilities
[35]. Thus, the use of Jadex for implementing the system is suitable in our case.

Fig. 11. Social Media Database schema.
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6. The Resulting Agent System for Social CRM
According to the modelling process we can assign each agent to the suitable
component. Table 1, shows the different agents and their corresponding
components and Figure 8 illustrates an overview of the different agents and their
interactions.
Table 1. The system agents.
Components
Data integration component
Analysis Component
Data Management Component
Interacts with all components

Agents
Data Extraction Agent
Data Analysis Agent
Data Management Agent
Manager Agent

The multi-agent social CRM system was developed in order to demonstrate
the use of a multi-agent approach for designing and developing a social CRM.

Data Management Agent
Corporate
Data

Social Media
Data
CRM

Data analysis Agent

Knowledge Analysis
Manager
Agent

Sentiment
Analysis

Data Extraction
Agent

Authority Analysis

Social Media

Fig. 8. The multi-agent social CRM system architecture.

6.1. Data extraction agent
The Data Extraction Agent (DEA) handles data gathering from social media. As a
result, it has two main capacities: i) Data extraction from social media, and ii) Real
time detection of users’ activities that contain the chosen key words (see Fig. 9).
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Fig. 9. Representation of the DEA capacities.

6.2. Data analysis agent
The Data Analysis Agent (DAA) analyses extracted data and updates stored
results. This agent evaluates the knowledge and Authority scores (AS) of users, if
these scores filled out conditions (the score exceeds the threshold), then the agent
can perform the sentiment analysis stage. Data analysis is based on a MapReduce
model for distributed computations which is implemented using the Hadoop
framework. Thus, this agent uses the Hadoop MapReduce framework provided
resources [36] in order to perform the needed analysis. Figure 10 illustrates this
agent functioning.

Fig. 10. Representation of the DAA capacities

6.3. Data management agent
The Data management Agent (DMA) is responsible of storage synchronization.
Every time that an entry is evaluated, DMA intervenes to refresh the results stored
in the database. This agent must ensure enough performance to minimize the
offline time during updates operations.
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6.4. Manager agent
The Manager Agent (MA) is responsible for the reliability of the whole system
and manages the operation of the individual agents. It sends a request for the data
extraction agent which search and send the requested information to the data
analysis agent. The Manager agent prepares the analysis results for the data
management agent which loads them into the appropriate target.

7. Data Modelling
In this work, all gathered data are stored into a data warehouse using Apache
Hadoop HBase [27] which is a distributed non-relational database with columnoriented storage. Its goal is hosting very large tables with billions of rows. An
HBase table is organized as key-value and each table contains a series of records.
Figure 11 represents the data warehouse conceptual schema and the corresponding
HBase table structuring. In our case, the fact is the “Sentiment” entity which has
three dimensions: “Product”, “Network” and “Time”. Each dimension is mapped
into a column family in the HBase table. The fact measures are also grouped into a
column family (with the same name as the Fact entity) in the target table.

Fig. 11. Social Media Database schema.

8. Data Analysis
MapReduce is a programming model used to handle vast amounts of data and
easily write application which process huge data sets in parallel [26]. It is
particularly adapted to distribute computing on a set of clusters. In our case; this
model will be used to process the social networks’ data. This data is divided into a
set of independent fragments which are processed by the map tasks in parallel.
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The outputs are then sorted and passed to the reduce job. The input and output
data are stored in a Hadoop HBase during the map and reduce jobs (Fig. 12).

Fig. 12. The MapReduce steps data processing.
At the Map stage, each Tweet message is evaluated by the previous scores (AS
and KS). These two scores are used to remove the invaluable tweets (opinions). If
they satisfied the conditions, they are processed by SentiGem in order to get the
sentiment scores (negative, positive or neutral). Each result is generated
independently, comprising the Tweet identifier and its associated positive, negative
and neutral sentiment scores. With this architecture, the Map algorithm can be
easily adapted to perform different analysis on individual Tweet messages by
replacing SentiGem with another analysis package. The Reduce stage outputs the
results obtained by the Mapper. The map and reduce functions are shown below.
Map (String file_name, String tweet, User user) {
String ProductName = getProduct (tweet);
int as = authorityAnalysis (user);
intks = knowledgeAnalysis(user);
If (as >minAs&&ks>minks) {
String score = Sentigem (tweet);
file_name = Emit ((String) ProductName, (String) score);
}
}
Reduce (String ProductName, String score) {
Emit ((String) ProductName, (String) score);
}

9. Case Study
9.1. Description
In this study, we choose to extract opinions from Twitter, one of the most popular
social networking site. To verify the effectiveness of the proposed framework, we
compare the extracted results of three different car brands: Product A, Product B
and Product C. The system collects the data from twitter using the Twitter4J API
[28] and removes the spam tweets.
The experimental setup comprises a multi-node virtual Hadoop cluster of six
nodes. The infrastructure is built on 12 Intel Xeon 2.83 GHz cores and 32 GB
memory. The used operation system is Ubuntu 12.04.
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9.2. Application
Tweets can be transformed to spam tweets for several reasons, for example, if the
tweet contains a long link or a lot of hash tags and usernames. But after collecting
the data, other spam types can appear (e.g. sales proposals). Table 2 exposes some
examples of spam tweets.
Table 2. Spam types on Twitter.
Type of spam

Example
http://car-us.com/car/volkswagentouran/39883 …#volkswagen 2010 VW Touran 2.0 TDi SE
#nouveau#Mini#Clubman long
commeune#Volkswagen#Golf@MINI_FR@MyMiniParis@l
ookatmyminihttp://urlc.fr/AdTaEM
volkswagen.cars-stock.com/volkswagenpassatstdi/28694 …#volkswagen 2003 VOLKSWAGEN
PASSAT S TDI SILVER IN VERY GOOD CONDITION

Long URL
Hashtagsand
username
Sales
proposals

When the network is built, a knowledge and authority analysis is done to
assign scores to users and their tweets. Finally the sentiment analysis detects
negative, positive and neutral tweets after cleaning messages (remove
punctuations, hashtags, ..). Figures 13 to 15 illustrate the experimental results for
the three products (A, B and C).
NEGATIVE

8.06%

POSITIVE

19.82%

Neutral
Positive
Negative

NEUTRAL

0.00%

72.12%
20.00%

40.00%

60.00%

80.00%

Fig. 13. Opinion dispersion for “Product A”.
NEGATIVE

31.25%

POSITIVE

39.36%

Neutral
Positive
Negative

NEUTRAL

29.39%

0.00% 10.00% 20.00% 30.00% 40.00% 50.00%

Fig. 14. Opinion dispersion for “Product B”.
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NEGATIVE

Neutral

26.71%

Positive
POSITIVE

34.57%

NEUTRAL

Negativ
e
48.65%

0.00%

10.00% 20.00% 30.00% 40.00% 50.00% 60.00%

Fig. 15. Opinion dispersion for “Product C”.
We note that the most important area is always occupied by the neutral
reviews. It is due to the large number of tweets that contains only the sales
proposals which include the characteristics of the product to sell, in addition of
the real neutral opinions.
In order to overcome this issue, we choose to neglect the neutral opinion of
each product, and then recalculate the positive and negative opinion. The results
are illustrated in Fig. 16.

Number of tweets

1000
800

888

893
705

664

690
Positive

600
400

Negative

270

200
0

Product A

Product B

Product C

Fig. 16. Positive and negative opinion for each product.
As a result, each product has a positive and a negative score, noted
respectively as 𝑆𝑃 (𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡) and 𝑆𝑁 (𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡). The following formula calculates
the final score:
𝑆(𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡) = 𝑆𝑃 (𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡) − 𝑆𝑁 (𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡)

(4)

As we can notice in Fig. 17, the product A comes first, followed by product C,
then B with a small difference.
To compare this result with real statistics, Fig. 18 illustrates the number of
selling units in January 2014.
As we can notice the product (A) comes first in both, obtained and real world
statistics, but for the second and the third product they were switched. Thus,
“Product B” comes in the second place instead of “Product C”. This goes back to
the small difference between these two products.
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800

671

600
400
200

183

203

Product B

Product C

0
Product A

Fig. 17. Final scores for each product.
150000

122649

100000
67043

61411

Product B

Product C

50000
0
Product A

Fig. 18. The number of selling units in January 2014.

9.3. Discussion
In the proposed multi-agent based social CRM framework, social networks are
used as input data sets. Collecting them makes this application suitable for big
data analytics. The processing of such increasingly larger datasets must take into
account the very strict constraints related to storage and time. To overcome this
issue, we proposed the use of Hadoop and MapReduce, which might be the best
solution due to its ability to process large volumes of structured and unstructured
data. Also, it can easily be integrated to the existing information system, due to its
flexibility and ability to adapt to other technologies.
Furthermore, the system is dedicated to be an analytical tool to help firms
extracting and consolidating public opinion expressed via social media. Twitter,
one of the most famous social media; has been adopted in the presented case
study to evaluate the system’s effectiveness and the results relevance. In order to
readapt this system to be used for another social media, we have just to change
the Twitter API by another API (e.g. Graph API for Facebook). And to do so, we
only should intervene in the first part of the process (data extraction) the rest of
the process is not related to a particular API.
The Multi-agent technology has been used in the system development process.
It allows increasing the level of agility, interoperability and flexibility of
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distributed and dynamic applications. The resulting Multi-Agent System is built
utilizing the AML language.

10. Conclusion
The fact that the majority of customers are nowadays using social media to
express their feelings and opinions with freedom and ease, make these websites
an open source of valuable information. Integrating customer’s opinions into the
business as drivers for decision making is gradually becoming an important
practice. Using collective reviews from social media in order to provide insights
for new products development will greatly enhance companies’ competitiveness.
By adopting social intelligence technologies; enterprises can have better planning,
steering and analysis based on online social networks.
This study demonstrates that the use of multi-agent approach is an interesting
and useful method for SCRM designing, since it allows creating an autonomous
application that contains a group of intelligent agents which collaborate and
provide needed features for the proposed system.
The extracted data are categorized as “Big Data”; which obviously leads to
use Hadoop to ensure a fast data loading, fast query processing and an efficient
storage. The Hadoop highly efficient fault tolerant nature, flexibility,
extensibility, efficient load balancing and the platform-independent are also
useful features for the development of the system. Our future work consists
essentially of the improvement of the data warehouse model, the integration of an
Extract-Transforming-Loading (ETL) process and OLAP tools, to improve the
data integration and analysis and allow the use of social OLAP.
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